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What is mentoring?

Mentoring is a voluntary nonprofit 
relationship aiming at development of the 
individual, both professionally and 
personally, in which two persons – a Mentor 
and a Mentee – are involved.

The Mentor provides informal guidance to 
the Mentee to help her/him carry out 
significant transitions in the level of 
knowledge, work and way of thinking. The 
objective is to enable the Mentee to fully 
apprehend her/his current role, his/her 
potential and foster personal and 
professional development.

What mentoring is not: 

• A channel for job search

• Business consulting like interaction

• Training or teaching

• Therapy
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Why mentoring for INSEAD 
Alumni? 

• In a business environment 
characterized by multiple 
challenges and rapid 
disruptions, managing our 
career has become far more 
complex than even before

• We strongly believe that a 
powerful way to reflect and 
successfully develop our 
career comes from mentoring

• Mentoring completes the broad career services offered by the 
Alumni Association: 
• Career orientation interviews 

• Workshops : job search, career development, leadership development 

• Networking for job search  

• Outplacement seminar 

• Career conferences 

• We also believe that mentoring across the INSEAD Alumni 
network is a great demonstration of solidarity among alumni – a 
way to “give back” and share experiences.
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Mentoring benefits

• Gain better understanding of her/his 
working environment 

• Get a different perspective of the 
business

• Be able to share experiences and get 
feedback from different perspective

• Enhance capability from knowledge & 
experience of mentor 

• Be provided with a safe “sounding 
board” 

• Be provided with opportunity to discuss 
career options

• Increase self confidence 

• Contribute to other success 
• Gain access to new 

perspectives
• Enhance management skills
• Be recognized as a 

professional developing 
others

Benefits for the Mentee Benefits for the Mentor
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Mentor profile

To become a Mentor, you should…

• Have 8 to 15 years of solid managerial 
experience

• Be in active work

• Possibly have already mentoring experience

Strengths for mentoring…

• Soft skills : active listening, giving feedback…

• Success stories as “career developer”

• Experience/training in mentoring and/or 
coaching

• Sector and/or function knowledge

• Special expertise: women career development, 
digital, entrepreneur…
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Mentee profile

• Alumni who are paying members of the 
INSEAD Association France during the year of 
mentoring

• Wishing to benefit from the guidance, advice 
and support from a fellow alumnus/alumna in 
relation to career related questions or 
challenges – whether in connection to their 
current job, or in connection to longer term 
career direction or choices

• Interested alumni complete a Mentee 
Application Form providing details about 
themselves, their career history, their 
mentoring expectations and description of 
their “ideal” mentor
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Survey results – Wave 2

§100% of mentees would recommend 
fellow alumni to join program as mentee

§90% of mentees say they have 
reached their objective 

§85% of mentees say they were able to 
put in practice what was discussed 
during their mentoring sessions

§75% of mentees indicate they  would 
like to be a mentor in the future 

Survey respondents: 20 mentees (of 22 total); 19 mentors (of 22 total); survey conducted in Jan-Feb 2019

§79% of mentors want to 
continue to be mentors in 2019

§95% of mentors are 
recommending fellow alumni to 
join the program as mentees 

§63% of mentors would 
proactively recommend other 
alumni to be mentors 

Mentees Mentors
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Participants feedback – Wave 2

I received concrete feedback and advice from 
my mentor. That helped me brilliantly face 
tough situations at work with quite positive 
results. It helped me start my leadership 
journey post INSEAD. Definitely a rewarding 
experience.   — Linda Guemne Jouonang

It helps to be focused on your project step by 
step.   — Sébastien Nahon

Taking a step back to see the big picture.             
— Alexandre Guinet

How mentees describe their experience and how the mentoring program had a tangible 
effect on their role or career

It allows you to step back from your busy routine 
and reflect upon your mid and long term vision. 
— Chantal Ambord

I felt supported with active listening, energy, and 
no judgement.    — Anne-Claire Vieux

This experience has helped me going through a 
key moment of my career thanks to invaluable 
advice and guidance.    — Sébastien Barthélémy

Survey respondents: 20 mentees (of 22 total); 19 mentors (of 22 total); survey conducted in Jan-Feb 2019
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Participants feedback – Wave 2

What single most valuable element – or take away – did mentees gain from the mentoring 
program – Examples

Survey respondents: 20 mentees (of 22 total); 19 mentors (of 22 total); survey conducted in Jan-Feb 2019

• “A set of tools and a fresh mindset for confronting frustrations in the professional world”

• “Focusing on the right things”

• “Changing the way I look at work-life balance and the impact on my daily-weekly routines”

• “Confidence in my leadership judgement”        

• “Self-confidence on my legitimacy”

• “Clear understanding of what is important – and the ability to dare” 

• “Asking views from others to understand a difficult situation"

• “Taking time to think on my career”

• “Feeling much clearer about who I am and the direction I want to take”

• How to better position myself as someone ready for the next step”
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Participants feedback – Wave 2

Which areas/topics/issues did you cover during your mentoring? – Examples 

Survey respondents: 20 mentees (of 22 total); 19 mentors (of 22 total); survey conducted in Jan-Feb 2019

• Asking for help
• Building a start-up
• Career aspiration/objectives
• Dealing with unclear 

situations
• Development opportunities 

outside of work
• Emotional intelligence
• Ethical leadership behavior
• Gaining credibility and 

visibility 
• Gender diversity
• How I am seen by others
• How to position myself

• Interpersonal 
relationships at work

• Knowing myself 

• Leadership

• Management style

• Managing a new team

• Managing expectations in 
a re-organization

• Mission in life

• Strengths and 
weaknesses

• Networking

• Organizational behavior 

• Overcome a career issue

• People management

• Personal brand

• Self-confidence

• Stakeholder management

• Structuring and 
prioritizing work 

• Understanding individual 
agendas

• Work-life balance
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Participants feedback – Wave 2

An enriching and meaningful experience, of 
listening, challenging, sharing and inspiring!     
— Cor Dubois

Creating a temporary partnership with another 
fellow alumni and exploring together new 
solutions to address his strategic challenges –
eventually learning from each other’s 
experience and live reactions.   — Solenn Marquette

Great opportunity to share time with a peer and 
provide him with a safe and friendly space for 
reflection on his professional development.            
— Ronan Le Saout

How mentors describe their mentor experience

A most rewarding experience outside of your 
daily challenges as a manager. 
— Anne-Celine Martel

By providing guidance and advice to 
professional and personal development of my 
mentee, I felt fulfilled.    — Marina Lugova

Mentoring allowed me to enter in a unique and 
rich partnership in a genuinely safe and 
intellectually stimulating environment. 
— Souhil Harchaoui

Survey respondents: 20 mentees (of 22 total); 19 mentors (of 22 total); survey conducted in Jan-Feb 2019
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Mentors’ roles and accountabilities

• Assist in developing stretch goals
• Help mentee to express her/his potential 
• Communicate perspective and 

organizational keys 
• Challenge to think strategically
• Help mentee to use her/his expertise in 

identifying alternatives and evaluate 
career options 

• Help mentee explore the consequences 
of potential decisions

• Ask the tough questions 
• Keep mentoring process fluid and 

flexible to adapt to mentee needs

• Devote time to regular meetings
• Outline the goal of the program
• Establish ground rules for the 

mentoring 
• Discuss, actively listen and 

present views
• Provide constructive feedback 

and critical analysis
• Explore and brainstorm possible 

actions/solutions
• Encourage and build self-

confidence and self esteem 

Roles Accountabilities
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Mentees’ roles and accountabilities

• Commit to your development
• Reflect on your performance, learning and skills – share openly with your mentor
• Agree development objectives with your mentor 
• Schedule meetings
• Come to your meetings prepared with a clear idea of what topics/issues you want to 

address
• Seek advice, opinion, feedback, and direction from your mentor
• Act on insights, suggestions and feedback 
• Try new ideas, approaches and behaviors 
• Assess and manage the relationship effectively 
• Give feedback to your mentor on what is working or not working in the mentoring 

relationship

A registration fee of 75€ helps to cover the administration costs of the program

Mentee’s Roles and Responsibilities
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Next steps

Launching Mentoring Wave 3 – Key Milestones:

§ Message to Alumni – Call for mentors and for mentees – February 2019

§ New mentors selection and mentees validation – Mid-March- Mid-April 2019

§ Mentor-mentee pairing – Mid-April 2019

§ Program start – End April 2019

To contact the program organizers: 

§ Claude Perol (MBA 82J) – Email: claude.perol@wanadoo.fr

§ Antoine Tirard (MBA 97D) – Email: antoine@tirard.net
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